Introduction
1.1. The modern study of linguistics has at its heart the problem of defining language. Is language fundamentally a communicative act between people or is it an expression of individual thought? To be sure, there is both a social side to language and a psychological side to language. Language cannot be situated only in the community or only in the individual. Still, the modern field of linguistics has been largely dominated by practitioners of a cognitive and structural view that have relegated the social and community aspects of language to "sociolinguistics"-as though this were a field unrelated to the scientific study of language. Yet, as William Labov pointed out in his critique of the very label "sociolinguistics," all aspects of language must be seen through the prism of the society in which speakers live and function. 1 The present essay points out argue, takes the study of language out of context. Duranti continues, "It is hence a very abstract and removed homo sapiens that is being studied by most formal grammarians, not the kids in a Philadelphia neighborhood or the orators of Ghana." 5 Or, in the present case, the scribes, poets and singers of ancient Israel.
1. 4 . Most linguists, including those in the field of Classical Hebrew, do not deal with social life at all. 6 As the British sociolinguist Suzanne Romaine notes, "Modern linguistics has generally taken for granted that grammars are unrelated to the social lives of their speakers"; at the same time, sociologists "have tended to treat society as if it could be constituted without language." 7 The term sociolinguistics itself was only coined in the 1950s, and the discipline is still young. More recently, the term "anthropological linguistics" has begun replacing sociolinguistics, especially among American scholars. 8 Sociolinguistics tends to address issues like language change, language choice, language and gender, and speech register. Anthropological linguistics incorporates theories of culture into the study of language. To be sure, these two fields are closely related and sometimes seem indistinguishable. Given the youth of these linguistic disciplines, it can hardly be surprising that sociolinguistics and anthropological linguistics have yet to have an impact on the study of Classical Hebrew. Before turning to the academic study of Classical Hebrew, it will be helpful to place the study of Classical Hebrew in a more general linguistic context.
The Study of Language
2.1. Ferdinand de Saussure (1857 Saussure ( -1913 , the acknowledged father of modern linguistics, began his Course in General Linguistics with the premise that language is a social institution. 9 Saussure argued that language had both an individual and social aspect and that one was not conceivable without the other. 10 For this reason, Saussure's Geneva school has been referred to as the "social" school of linguistics. De Saussure pointed out that language is both socially conditioned and socially constrained. A language is constrained by its role as a communication device. We do not talk to ourselves-at least we are not supposed to. A language is conditioned by the ebb and flow of social life-the vicissitudes of war and peace, the inroads of nationalism and imperialism, the upheavals of urbanization and immigration, and the ebb and flow of economic tides. As such, the history of a language mirrors the history of the society that speaks it. Languages take their cues from the social life of peoples and nations. As Edward Sapir put it, "the history of language and the history of culture move along parallel lines." 11 They move along parallel lines because they are part of the same cultural system. 12 The history of Hebrew is no exception. The course of the Hebrew language tracks the life of the Jewish people.
The view that language is a social phenomenon already was prominent in the English 16 In general, they argued that the grammar of a particular language shapes the way we think about reality. Indeed, this approach received a boost from the remarkable diversity of Native American languages. Boas, for instance, suggested that languages classify experience and that these linguistic classifications reflect rather than dictate culture. Sapir defined language as "a purely human and noninstinctive method of communicating ideas, emotions, and desires by means of a system of voluntarily produced symbols." 17 Whorf, although he acknowledged that culture might influence language, emphasized that it was through individuals and their habitual worlds that "language exerts pressure on the culture as a whole." 18 By way of digression, it should be noted that the Biblical Theology movement laid hold of a rather simplistic and theologically driven form of these early studies of linguistic anthropology. are not known for yet another millennium. For these reasons, it is difficult to make judgments with certainty; and, such discussions cannot proceed based on graphemic transcriptions alone. The social context and content of language transmission plays a critical role. Linguistic change can be socially loaded.
2.9.
Language is a social marker. This truism can be readily illustrated by the well known biblical example from Judges 12:4-6:
Then Jephthah gathered all the men of Gilead and fought with Ephraim; and the men of Gilead defeated Ephraim, because they said, "You are fugitives from Ephraim, you Gileadites-in the heart of Ephraim and Manasseh." Then the Gileadites took the fords of the Jordan against the Ephraimites. Whenever one of the fugitives of Ephraim said, "Let me go over," the men of Gilead would say to him, "Are you an Ephraimite?" When he said, "No," they said to him, "Then say Shibboleth," and he said, "Sibboleth," for he could not pronounce it right. Then they seized him and killed him at the fords of the Jordan.
While the problem how exactly the dialects differed is still a matter of debate (in part because of the imprecision of the graphemes),observation that language and linguistic forms can index social groups is clearly played out in this text. 23 While traditional linguistic approaches have endlessly debated the precise pronunciation of the sibilants, the real linguistic import is sociolinguistic. It tells us, for instance, that language is a social boundary. Even among the Israelite tribes, linguistic distinctions were recognized and served as social markers. In the post-exilic times, Nehemiah suggests illustrates how highly charged language could be as a social we distinguish homelands, national and political affiliations, as well as social class. We also use language classification to cast aspersions. In the words of Henry Higgins, "An Englishman's way of speaking absolutely classifies him." 24 To change our classification, we try to change the way we speak. This is to say that language choice and language change can be socially loaded.
Even those who emphasize the universality and innateness of language must admit that
there is a social aspect to language. Chomskian linguists have emphasized that language is innate in the human brain. Consequently, they find language universals that generate linguistic phenomena across the whole spectrum of languages, although their work has tended to focus on a few European languages. This approach to linguistics, usually called Functional linguistics have blossomed over the past decades in an almost bewildering display of color and variety. 30 They have in common the premise that language arises from man's need to communicate (as opposed to the notion that language arises from man's need to express himself). It is functional grammar that has most sharply been set against Chomskian Universal Grammar in the debate among linguistic circles.
2.13. While functional grammar has begun to make its way into the field of biblical studies, 31 the related fields of sociolinguistics and anthropological linguistics have not yet made headway into the study of Classical Hebrew. Sociolinguists argue that "attitudes to language clearly play an important role in preserving or removing dialect differences." 32 One of the fathers of the field of sociolinguistics, William Labov, objected to the term sociolinguistics because he argued that language is a social behavior and that the term sociolinguistics was therefore redundant and misleading. 33 Language is used in social contexts for communicating needs, ideas, and emotions to one another. Labov argued that the study of languages could never be separated from their social contexts. He suggested a different term, "the sociology of language," might be used to refer to the interaction of large scale social factors like dialect and language interaction, language planning, nationalism and language, or standardization of language.
2.14. Orality-literacy studies suggest that developments in literacy and writing technologies have had a critical impact on the relationship between oral speech and written texts. 34 Whatever the value of Saussurian linguistics for the study of modern languages (and this is debated), it seems clear that Saussure's description of written language as merely the complement of oral speech is particularly inadequate for ancient societies that were primarily oral. Writing is a quite intentional act, much more so than oral speech. Indeed, writing is particularly artificial in primarily non-literate societies where writing is restricted to scribal schools and sponsored by state institutions. University, which tries not to privilege biblical texts. 43 The range of the dictionary ends at 200 CE, thereby excluding the Mishnah and later Jewish texts. Moreover, the approach of the dictionary is synchronic-a dubious methodology for a dictionary covering a millennium of the Hebrew language. The range of the dictionary, nevertheless, is a step in the right direction. Linguistic ideology comes into play in the ways we often choose to highlight either continuity or distinction.
3.5. It should hardly be surprising that the diachronic study of Classical Hebrew in its social context is relatively undeveloped territory. Indeed, a little more than two decades ago
Labov described the study of language change in its social context as a virgin field. 45 Since then some scholars have begun to cultivate this field, but little work has been done specifically in Classical Hebrew. The tradition of the field of Semitic linguistics and Hebrew in particular has followed a descriptive and neogrammarian orientation with its emphasis on morphology and phonology. This is perhaps best illustrated by the fact that the classic grammar of Biblical Hebrew, Gesenius-Kautzsch-Cowley, gives almost no attention to syntax. The grammars of Joüon and Brockelmann are only slightly better. 46 The grammar by Waltke and O'Connor also focuses primarily on morphology and phonology in spite of its promising title, An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax. 47 To be sure, the study of Hebrew has not been consciously neogrammarian. It has usually not been consciously anything. This is perhaps one of the problems in the study of Hebrew historical linguistics. A quick perusal of the main historical grammars and histories of the Hebrew language will not turn up anything like a prolegomena to the study of language.
One exception to this might be the somewhat neglected study of Zelig Harris, The Development of the Canaanite Dialects. 48 The study of Hebrew, especially Classical Hebrew, has been quite conventional, but unconsciously so. And, conventional means that traditional grammars and histories of Hebrew have been neogrammarian and descriptive. 56 ... literature was an extrasocial phenomenon, or rather, that which constituted the "literariness" of literature-its specificity-was something self-valuable, self-contained, and self-perpetuating that should and must be isolated from the social surrounding in which it existed in order to be made an object of knowledge; that while social forces and events could, and did sometimes even drastically, affect literature from the outside, the real, intrinsic nature of literature remained immune, exclusively and forever true to itself alone; that, therefore proper and productive study of literature is possible only in "immanent" terms. 58 Likewise, the traditional study of Classical Hebrew has eschewed social explanations.
One can scarcely find any mention of social forces in traditional grammars. Historical linguistics has conceded only perfunctory that society might shape linguistic change. It is recognized, for instance, that the enormous influence that Aramaic exerted on Hebrew began with socio-historical factors.
Methodological Problems
4.1 A significant obstacle to a sociolinguistic approach lies in the limited nature of the data.
This pertains to both language and social history. To begin with, the evidence of Classical Hebrew comes only from sporadic written sources. There is little evidence for spoken Hebrew. A main literary source, the Hebrew Bible, was known largely from medieval manuscripts until the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls provided witnesses as early as the third century BCE. 59 Even the Dead Sea Scrolls come to us quite removed from the autographs, and incorporate some changes in their transmission.
well as the Dead Sea Scrolls, are primarily consonantal, although a restricted use of vowel letters does develop.
4.2
Unfortunately, the study of linguistic change in Classical Hebrew must be limited to the study of written language. In a way, however, this makes the task easier. Writing is a deliberate undertaking. It is learned in school settings. It follows conventions. It tends to be quite conservative. Innovations are usually prompted by strong social forces. Writing at first was entrenched in scribal schools, that is, in a social institution. Even when literacy begins to spread, it is socially marked. So, for example, when an Israelite junior officer writes to his commander he is insistent that he knows how to read since being literate was expected. 61 The paths of speech and writing tend to diverge because of the innovative nature of speech as against the conservative nature of writing. 62 
4.3
Although this attempts to summarize the major phases, it should be recognized that written and spoken languages never actually merge; that is, the lines of development never touch. As a rule, "we must be able to measure both linguistic and social phenomena so that we can correlate the two accurately." 63 It may be argued that we cannot sufficiently measure either. This is certainly true for the earliest stages in the development of Hebrew. Much of the social history of Israel, and especially those concerning early Israel, is the subject of some discussion by scholars in the field.
Obviously, there are no native informants for Classical Hebrew. There is a relatively limited corpus of biblical and non-biblical literature. These problems certainly should give some pause, but they are not sufficient reason for paralysis. Rather, it only means that we must have an ongoing discussion about the relationship between language and society in ancient Palestine.
4.4. The aforementioned problem of studying linguistic change is well known. Indeed, it is one reason the science of linguistics has proceeded more along a synchronic rather than diachronic path. But the way forward is not hopelessly overgrown. William Labov took note of the grave difficulties: "we have too little information on the state of society in which most linguistic changes took place. The accidents which govern historical records are not likely to yield the systematic explanations we need." 64 The problem of studying the sociolinguistics of Hebrew could not be more aptly put. Labov found a way through by positing his Uniformitarian Principle: "the forces operating to produce linguistic change today are the same kind and order of magnitude as those which operated in the past five or ten thousand years." 65 To be specific, the forces of social change, economic and political history, and physical environment tend to produce rather predictable linguistic changes. If we can adequately identify and assess the social forces that contributed to linguistic change in ancient Palestine, we should also be able to identify the impression these forces left on the Hebrew language. on the other hand, might be construed as unnatural by some grammarians-but they are only so if language is viewed primarily as part of nature rather than equally a product of human interaction.
Mechanisms of Language Change and Its Motivations

5.2.
Social class distinction is a part of human culture-utopian social experimentation not withstanding. Although some understanding of the innate cognitive and physical aspects of speech form the foundation for a study of language change, it is impossible to fully appreciate language change without attention to the social forces at work. 6.2. It is difficult to assess the relationship between social changes and syntax or verbal structure. Undoubtedly, the difficulty results from the slower rate of change in these structures of language. Language change in spoken language is measured more easily in phonology and morphology. In contrast, it is often difficult to quantify language change in syntax or verbal structure. For example, there is a seminal shift in the morphological structure of the verbal system from Classical Hebrew to Rabbinic Hebrew. 69 This change did not take place overnight. How can we quantify the change? When did this change take place (in spoken versus literary registers)? The linguistic interpretation of the Hebrew verbal system has been the subject of considerable debate. How does our understanding if these changes differ if we adopt a functionalist (i.e., discourse) approach as opposed to sentence grammar that often ignores genre? 70 Unlike a loanword that might be adopted over the course of just a few years, the changes in syntax or verbal structure undergo relatively slow evolution. They will be difficult to measure. And, they will be hard to isolate chronologically.
6.3. The most easily assessable written measure of changes in social life will be changes in orthography and paleography (i.e., spelling and script). In the words of Christina Eira, "the basis for orthography selection is fundamentally a question of the location of authority, which is in turn a function of the prevailing discourse." 71 As the location of authority changes, orthographies change. The change from syllabic cuneiform to alphabetic writing, for instance, follows on the heels of changes that marked the transition from the Late Bronze Age to the Iron Age. The developments in local scripts, In Hebrew the developing use of more complex syntax has been analyzed by Frank
Polak. 74 Polak shows how the Patriarchal tales, the story of the Rise of the Monarchy, and the Elijah-Elisha narrative tend to use short clauses, limited noun strings, and frequently employ deitic particles. In contrast, texts that are usually ascribed to the Persian period use many subordinated clauses (hypotaxis), long noun strings and explicit syntactic
constituents. This type of study provides important and objective tools for analysis for the study of Hebrew that can be socially contextualized. hand, biblical scholars-especially (and ironically) those taking seriously social scientific models-have treated society as if it could be constituted without language. We can no longer study Classical Hebrew as if it were spoken by abstract homo sapiens. We need to integrate sociolinguistics into the study of biblical literature and Classical Hebrew.
